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1 FABRICATION DETAILS

Fig. 1. Steps of DOE fabrication. First, patterns are transferred from masks

to photoresist on the Fused Silica wafer through the exposure under UV

illumination and the following develop process. Then, the transferred pat-

terns are converted to binary profiles on the wafer by Cr etching and reac-

tive ion beam (Ar + SF6) bombardment. The final binary profile is obtained

by removing the Cr layer.

As mentioned in the main text, the designed phase plates are dis-

cretized to eight height levels, which can then be realized by re-

peatedly applying the photolithography and reactive ion etch (RIE)

process three times [2]. The core of fabrication (i.e., photolithog-

raphy and RIE) is shown in Figure 1. The thickness of the Cr layer
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Fig. 2. 5X microscope images of a fabricated DOE.

is 100 nm, and the etching depths for each circle are 178, 356, and

712 nm sequentially.

The microscope images of fabricated diffractive phase plates

are shown in Figure 2. Each phase unit is designed as 0.873 ×0.873

mm, and we repeat 16×16 units for the final diffractive phase plate.

With this kind of repeatable designing scheme, our phase plates

fit well with different sizes of aperture, exhibiting an aperture-

invariant PSF behaviour. In addition, our designed phase unit has

a smooth and continuous profile. This releases the requirement of

a very high precision fabrication method. For commercial use, one

can use state-of-the-art micro-stamp methods [3] to fabricate the

phase plates in a low budget.

2 ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Simulations. We present selected visualization results tested on

well-known image datasets, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

For insets of each group, GT represents the ground truth image.

The four different sampling models include (1) the low fill-factor

model, which uses the SPAD sensor model but without the phase

plate; (2) the full fill-factor model, which uses the full fill-factor
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Fig. 3. Selected examples from Set14 [4] for the comparison of a 4× super-

resolution effect with different sampling models.

sensor model without a phase plate as an additional comparison,

as it is a very common sensor model; and (3) our model, which uses

the SPAD sensor model with the phase plate optimized using our

end-to-end framework.

Fig. 4. Selected examples from BSDS100 [1] for the comparison of a 4×
super-resolution effect with different sampling models.
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